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Conference started with opening ceremony with
NAMUN’s team video in the continuation speakers
Lara Irmak Korkmaz and Mustafa Arda Teker’s
presentations. Nesibe Aydın ,who is founder of
Nesibe Aydın Schools , gave a speech after
speakers introduction. She mentioned that in
NAMUN21’ there are 7 different committees,
approximately 610 delegates. Then Academic
Director Saadet Roach made a speech. There is a
significant video introduction of each committees
prepared by İlke Gökçe. After Business
Development Manager Şemsettin Beşer , one of
the founder of Nesibe Aydın MUN , made a
speech . Angel Sevillano
Queipo de Llano,
Defence Attache of Spain , made a valuable
speech it is related to NATO , Afghanistan ,
international terrorism. After that we watched the
enjoyable working progress video. Our Director
General Bahar Elif Bülbül and General Secretary
İdil Yüzbaşıoğlu , who contributed to most to this
conference, gave speeches. They thanked to
friends and advisor and introduced whole team
members. In this way opening ceremony was
finished.
After a coffee break , our first session started at
18.55 with roll call. Apperently eighteen country
attended. Countries made their opening speeches.
After the opening speeches general speaker list
started with Italy followed by Spain , Norway ,
Hungary and Greece; thus first session is
suspended.

Second session started with USA speech after the
roll call. Then Norway gave a motion that
discussing USA role in the collapse of Afghanistan ;
but there are 5 second and 9 objections so motion
was failed. USA gave a motion that possible causes
of the insufficient progress in approaching of the
Afghanistan conflict , motion was passed. USA was
a first speaker then some countries spoke too , for
fifteen minutes . Canada agree with Greece and
Spain, Norway and France spoke with to against
motio
to USA .
n

USA held bit more
responsibility!

motion

After than France gave general speak , Italy gave a
the Afghan
motion that 9/11 attacks and theMission
fall isofeducate
Taliban
;
people , gain suspensibility ,
motion was failed . Greece gave
a motion
responsible
to gainthat
accessibility
such
as
education,
clean
water.
possible solution regarding the current situation
in
Afghanistan ; motion was passed and Greece
started to this motion.

Hungary supported to Norway, this time France
agree with USA . Belgium mentioned that we
should apply different progress some challenge
Taliban commitment human rights , provide
security ; we encourage to NATO and also agree
with France. Also France support one idea of
USA , then talked about tecnical impossibles , no
proof. Greece and Hungary think make an
agreement with Taliban is not possible.

Instead of make agreement we
should look and realize our
mistakes in past and try to find
solutions.

OUR INTERVIEW

Germany , represented by Tolunay Kaçmaz.
Germany has attended 6 MUNs:
Question: What made you choose NAMUN?
Answer: My prior experiences which I thoroughly
enjoyed.
Question: What skills are you expecting to leave
the conference with?
Answer: Being more talkative and generally
understanding the concept of an MUN a lot better.
Question: How did you prepare for the conference?
How was the background research process?
Answer: I did a lot of reading of articles on the

Luxembourg , represent by Elif Deniz Göztok.
Luxembourg has attended 3 MUNs:
Question: How did you find out about NAMUN?
Answer: Since I'm studying in Nesibe Aydın High
School, I heard about NAMUN at school. To be
clear, one of my friends suggested joining NAMUN
together.
Question: What are the ideal traits you think a
delegate should have?
Answer: I believe a delegate should be calm,
hardworking and solution oriented.
Misunderstandings and such chaotic events might
happen while debating, delegates should not lose
their temper and work on solutions rather than
blaming other countries for what happened in the
past.
Question: What are your expectations from MUN?
Answer: My number one expectation from an MUN
conference is an optimistic and patient organizing
team. A great team will turn everything into a
joyful moment even if they run into troubles.

